Abstract-Knc~ing the positions of the nodes in a network is essential to many nest generation perrasive and sensor network functionalities, Although many network Incalkation systems have recently been pmposed and evaluated. there has been no systematic study ofpartially localizable networks, Le., networks in which there exist nodes whose positions cannot be uniquely determined. There is no existing study which correctly identifies precisely which nodes in a network are uniquely localizable and which 3re not. This absence of a sufficient uniqueness condition permits the computation of erroneous positions that may in turn lead applications to produce flawed results. In thi5 paper, in addition to demonstrating the relevance of networks that may not be fully localizable. we design the first framework for two dimensional network lncalization with an efficient component to correctly determine which nodes are 1ocaIizahle and which are not. Implementing this system, we conduct comprehensive evaluations of network localizahility, providing guidelines for both network design and deployment. Furthermore, we study an integration of traditional geographic routing with geographic routing over virtual coordinates in the partially localizable network setting. We show that this novel cross-layer integration yields good performance, and argue that such optimbations will be likely he necessary to ensure acceptable application performance in partially localizable networks, sensors need to know their positions; in order to detect events and track targets, the uackinp sensors need to know their positions to pinpoint the movement of the tagets and to implement efficient state transfer (e.g.. [45]).
of the localization problem. the returned configuration may not be [he one that corresponds to reality. If an erroneous configuration is used by an application. for instance event detection. then incorrect or misleading conclusions may he drawn. In [IO] : Eren et al. proposed the construction of a grounded pmyh whose properties can be used to check the unique lacdizability of a network. However, their condition dccides whether the entire network, including all of its nodes, can be uniquely localized. As we will show later. for realistic networks in many environments. it is unlikely b a t all of the nodes can be uniquely localized. 'Ihus. such a collective test is likely to fail. unless the network is highly dense and regular. Furthermore. many applications can function properly as long as a sufficient number of nodes are uniquely localized, so it is not imperative that every single node be uniquely localizable.
Motivated by above observations. in this paper we propose the concept of the pctrtially localizable n e t~w r k (PLN). These are networks in which not ail nodes can be uniquely localized. We believe that partially localizable networks are likely to be the most prevalent networks in practice.
The first major challenge in studying PLNs is to identify the uniquely localizable nodes. In this paper. we present a sufficient graph-theoretic condition for a node to be uniqueky localizable. Applying the condition, we identify localizable nodes by efficiently partitioning the network into components which are redMndantl?. rigid and triconnecred. Coordinates for the nodes in these components can then be uniquely determined subject to error due to noise in the distance measurements. We note that in simulations under realistic conditions. nodes determined to be uniquely localizable by our tests are only very rarely rendered ambiguous by errors in edge length measurements as described in [251.
Since our algorithm identifies localizable nodes efficiently, we are also able to use it to thoroughly explore appropriate network parameters in order to achieve a desired localizationdependent application goal. For the first time, it is possible to observe exactly haw many nodes one can expect to be localizable in medium density and sparsely connected random networks. Using our tool, we are also able to guide the deployment of networks by adding nodes systematically to the network so as to increase the proportion of localizable nodes. As applications progress and adapt to operation in PLNs, our tool will undoubtedly find uses in more sophisticated planning and analysis tasks.
The second major challenge in studying PLNs is to determine how to best make use of nodes that cannot be uniquely localized. One possibility is for applications to simply ignore such nodes as if they do not exist. but this is clearly a worst-case option. The application setting in which we study this issue is geographic routing over PLNs. We propose an integration of geographic routing without location information and standard geographic routing. We show that hy using virtual localization techniques for the non-localizable nodes: one can achieve a higher routing success rate between localized nodes than by ignoring non-localizable nodes.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
We propose the novel PLN paradigm. We develop efficient algorithms to ascertain which nodes can be uniquely localized and which cannoc.
Implementing our systcm. we conduct comprehensive experimental evaluations of network localizability: and describe implications on both network design and on the use of novel network deployment algorithms. We argw that a cross-layer approach involving feedback between the localization layer and the application layer should be adopted in PLNs. As an example of this.
we study an integration of geographic routing without locaiion information and standard geographic routing. We show that this cross-layer integration improves network per'formance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we formulate the unique localizability problem, derive canditions for a node to be uniquely Localizable, and present our algorithm to identify the nodes that can be localized. In
Section 111, we apply the algorithm to explore the parameter space of the localization problem. In Section IV, we present our algorithms for geographic routing in PLNs. We discuss related work in Section V. Our conclusions and future work are described in Section VI.
follows.
rI. IDENTIFYING LOCALEABLE NODES IN PARTIALLY LOCALIZABLE NETWORKS
In this section, we describe how to identify uniquely localizable nodes in a partially localizable network. We call this problem the nude-bculizubility problenz. However. before we study this problem. we first review previous results on how to check whether a complete network is localizable, i.e., all nodes in the network are uniquely Iocali~able. We refer to this problem as the neM~ork-localisubil~z~ problem. Readers who are familiar with [lo] can skip to Section 11-C. Note that unless otherwise stated, we work in two dimensions.
A. Problem Fomiulation of the Nehr)ork-Lacalizahili@ Probienr
In the network-localizability-problem formulation, we have a network in real d-dimensional space { d = 2 or 3) consisting of a set of R? > 0 nodes labeled 1 through m which represent "beacons" together with .n -m > 0 additional nodes labeled 7 n + 1 through n. which represent sensors. Each node is located at a fixed position in Wd and has associated with it a specific sei of "neighboring" nodes.
Let 
B. A Siificienr and Necessaq Condition for Nemort Lmalizabili8
Now that we have defined the network-localizahility problem and its grounded graph abstraction, we can proceed to describe the precise conditions for unique localizabitity.
We must first state that the following is a generic characterization of unique realizability, i.e., one that holds for aI1i2osl all configurations of network nodes. What this means is that for all network configurations other than a set of configurations containing certain degeneracies among node positions, unique localizabiIity is a graph-theoretic property of the network connectivity and independent of the positions of the nodes.
Given this fact, randomization aids in the classification of networks as uniquely realizable. For any reasonable prohability distribution on node positions, degenerate configurations have zero probability of appearing, and one can be justified in assuming the network nodes to be in general position. It is worth noring however, that in the presence of errors in edge length measurements. configurations indistinguishable from degenerate may very well occur. We begin wid1 descriptions of the three ways in which a graph can fail to have a unique realization.
1) Not rigid
A realization of a graph may be subject to deformations that allow the coordinates assigned to vertices to vary continuously while simultaneously satisfying all of the edge constraints. 
3) Not redundantly rigid
A d+ 1-vertex-connected rigid graph may still bc subject to a flex ambiguity. Fig. 3 
such that the beacon nodes and w lie in L.1. while 7) lies in La but not in L1. That such a graph must eventually be found follows from the fact that at each step in the process, the number of vertices in the subgraph containing the three beacon nodes and w decreases. while it is clearly bounded below.
At this point a reflection argument can be applied to conclude that 79 is not localizable, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 1 notwithstanding, Fig. 1 shows that the existence oE three-node disjoint paths is not the only necessary condilinn for node localizability. Intuition tells us that the node should also belong t o some '*rigid'' structure. In addition. Fig. 3 provides an example suggesting that a uniquely localizable node should belong to a subgraph that is even *'stronger" than rigid. However, whether it is necessary h a t uniquely localizable nodes belong io some redundantly rigid subgraph is an open problem at this time.
A sufficient condition which follows from Theorem 3 rrquires that a uniquely Iocalizahle node belong to a redundantly rigid subgraph that is triconnected and contains three beacons. We call this condition the RRT-3Reacon condilion, shortened here LO RRT-?B. This condition allows us to identify uniquely localizable nodes one component at a time, instead of one node at a time. Before we discuss how 10 identify RRT components. we comment that since the KRT-3B condition is a sufficient condition, it may identify onIy a subset of all of the uniquely localizable nodes, as illustrated by Fig. 4 . A necessary and sufficient condition for generic node localizability is not yet known. To identify the RRT components, we first extract all triconnected subgraphs. There are multiple ways to test for the triconnectivity of a subgraph. We do this in the simplest possible way; for each vertex in a subgraph, we remove it, test the reduced component for biconnectivity? and replace the vertex. If the subgraph remains biconnected after removd of each of its vertices. then the subgraph is uiconnected. We then usc the Pebble Game [19] to discover and lag redundantly rigid subgraphs. 
I) Identifiing r a h " i i y

PARTIALLY LOCALIZABLE NETWORKS: EXPERIMEETAL INVESTIGATIONS
The algorithm developed in the preceding section allows us to investigate at least three questions that could not heretofore be addressed: 1) in what deployment scenarios will nonlocalizable nodes comprise a significant proportion of the network, 2) how does the presence of non-localizable nodes affect the performance of typical location-dependent network functionalities. and 3) how might one deploy networks so as to optimize for localizability. In this section. we motivate and address these three questions.
A. Percentupe of Lacalizuble Nodes
We first evaluate the incidence of non-localizable nodes in typical scenarios. We generate random placements of nodes in a region according to two distributions: uniform and Gaussian. Uniform node placement is commonly used in simulations, even though Gaussian is likely to more accurately model practical random node deployments2 (e.g., nodes scattered from aircraft). We assume that two nodes can measure their separation distance if they lie within a given radius of one ' With the caveat that the arbitrarily large deviations from the mzan allowed by the Gaussian distribution are unrealistic.
another. Imperfections in this unit disk model will merely serve to reduce connectivity. and hence localizability. so this study explores the best case scenario for localizability in adhoc networks.
The percentage of nodes found to be localizable by the KRT-3B condition as we increase the number of nodes placed in a fixed region is showo in Fig. 6 . Throughout We define four metrics to evaluate coverage performance. Each of these metrics has its own merits depending on the specifics of the considered application.
Spcrtiul cot"7pe: the likelihood that a position chosen uniformly at random is within sensing range of a node. This metric expresses the chance an event in the region of interest will be observed by some node. Closest coveruge: for a point, the distance between it and its nearest sensor node. For a network, this metric is defined as the mean value of closest coverage over poinrs chosen uniformly at random id the area of interest. This metric reflects the most closefy one can expect an event in the field to be observed. Aggregare coverage: a measure o l the aggregate sensing "quality" of points in the field, Suppose a node at distance d from an event achieves a sensing quality of l/d' and that sensing quality from multiple nodes is additive. The aggregate coverage of that event is defined as the distance away from the event at which a single sensor would need to lie in order i o achieve by itself the same sensing quality as the network. The aggregate coverage of the network is the expectation of aggregate coverage taken over points in the field chosen uniformly at random. Note that these metrics could be generalized into multiple node measures that would be relevant to applications requiring events to be detecred by multiple sensors. For instance, spatial coverage could be varied to read: the likelihood that ; i position chosen uniformly at random is within the sensing range of p sensors (where p is some fixed integer). Fig. 10. C o w a g These results are further evidence that h e performance of many envisioned sensing applications is likely to be dramatically affected by the localizability properties of the network.
Worst-cuse
C. Beacon Placenzenr rliroiigh Sniarr Depluynenr
In this section, we will discuss practical and novel methods of smart deployment made possible hy our localizability algorithm. We have seen that non-localizability of network nodes significantly impacts some of the network metrics relevant to typical location-dependent applications. The melhods evaluated in this section seek to mitigate such effects by yielding networks with fewer non-localizable nodes than random deployment.
We first apply our localizability tool to guide the deployment of beacons. In this section, we use a network deployment model in which beacons can be placed approximately at a targeted location. As an example. h i s could be achieved in practice by firing a specially outfitted beacon node towards a target from a mortar launcher. or by using mobile beacons. We are motivated by the consideration that the relative expense of beacon nodes will likely make deterministic placement worthwhile. At its core, smrr deploYn7ent uses our tools to partition the graph into its RRT components. Each of these components would be localizable if it w x e to contain three beacons, Guided by this observation. we seek to place three beacons in RRT components so that the maximum number of nonlocalizable nodes will be rendered localizable. Of course. before there are beacons in the network, it is impossible LO determine precise target points for beacon deployment.
Therefore. we initially try to randomly place beacons into RRTs before then placing additional beacons deterministically.
Note that this approach may be too conservative in that there may be non-RRT components that could be rendered RRT by the addition of three beacon3 at appropriate positions. As we have no way of identifying these situations, we adopt the conservative approach. Fig. 13 . is the distribution of the size of the largest and second largest RRT components versus average node degree. In Fig. 12 is shown the distribution of the number of RRTs. We can see from these figures that above average node degree IO, the network consists usually of one large RET and only one or two other small RRTs. At these density levels. random beacon placement yields very good localizability performance. At lower densilies, the potential exists for some improvement over random deployment. However, through simulation of a best-case oracle scheme. we found that this potential gain is rather small except at very low density (only greater than 20% for average node degree below 5). Because of this, we study smart beacon deployment on non-isotropic networks of Gaussian distributed clusters with uniformly disuibuted cIuster centers. This type of network may be a good model for potentially important network deployment scenarios.
Shown in
Our smart deployment algorithm randomly deploys ni beacons, where .m is the number of liRTs in the network. Next, ir places additional beacons deterministically near placed beacons connected to an RRT until the entire connecled RRT is made localizable. The results of smart deployment shown in Fig. I3 are compared against uniform random deployment which inserts all beacons uniformly at random. We see that even our simple scheme results in large performance gains for anisotropic networks by virtue of it being aware of the number and size of the RRT clusters. 
D. Event-Based Network lklining
The other smart deployment paradigm we introduce in this section we call event-based training. This is a novel approach consists of placing en" in the network field to which network nodes can measure their distance. For instance, if the network nodes use time difference of arrival ranging. the events could be simultaneous ultrasound and RF bursts produced by inexpensive disposable devices designed specifically for this configuration purpose. When an event is detected by network nodes, it is treated as if it were a node for purposes of localization. 'Time-synchronization will be necessary for this scheme, and a deployment of Raining events could also follow a staggered pattern between potentially interfering sites. Using this technique, it is possible to greatly increase the effecrive network density available to the localization layer for a one-time computation of positions. and then reaping the cost benefits of a sparser network for extended operation. It is of course possible that the event-based distance mesasurements may be less accurate than inter-node measurements. but for simplicity we do not go into the details in this paper. However.
we introduce a novel formulation of joint source and network localizatioii that arises from this issue in the Appendix.
We evaluate the feasibility and potential benefit of eventbased training hy considcring two simple algorithms. The first is a uniform dispersal of events ovcr the network field. As expected, this dispersal is equivalent to an increase in density of the network and results in an increase in the number of localizable nodes consistent with Fig. 11 . We investigate here whether it is possible to do better than this by deploying events with some control. We assume that positions for the localizable nodes in the network are computed before event deployment. We introduce a random jitter between the targeted position and actual deployment position of each event. This simulates realistic deployment uncertainty, as well as small errors in the computed positions of localizable nodes.
Through evaluation of various techniques, we found that a hybrid approach which switches between two methods depending on the density level performs best. In each method, each potential event deployment position is repeatedly chosen uniformly at random until it satisfies a certain condition. At low average node degree, (less than SA), he condition is that the event position must be within range of at least one beacon and at most 3 localizable nodes exclusive of beacons. At high densities, we ensure that the distance between the target and the centroid of the set of positions of localizable nodes within range of the target is at least half the sensing radius.
The rationale for these approaches can be understood by referring to Fig. 12 . At densities below the peak in the number of RRTs, the network may contain a few small RRTs, but is not quite dense enough to allow widespread localization. By adding events close to beacons, density is locally increased in those regions of the network that have the potential to become immediately localizable by virtue of the presence of beacons.
This approach does not work in the denser networks, as the problem becomes less one of connecting beacons to clusters of unlocalizable nodes on the verge of becoming par1 of an RRT, but rather one of connecting outlying unlocalizable nodes in local voids to the few large RRTs in the network. In dense networks. requiring events to be within range of only 3 localizable nodes places them uselessly in obscure corners of the network away from the large RRTs. Because of this, we instead place events so that they are not too close to localiziible nodes, but still likely to be within range of the large RRTs, so that they can bridge the gaps to isolated nodes. We observe in Fig. 15 that thc hybrid method compares favorably with uniform deployment for all densities other lhan those corresponding to the peak in the number of RKTs. At this point, networks consist of a few medium-sized RRTs and many small RRTs. It has proven difficult to exploit structure in order to outperform uniform deployment for such networks. All the methods evaluated had very unpredictable perlormance on this regime. While these event-based training methods do not yield different asymptotic behavior from the random deployment of additional nodes. we can see in Fig. 16 that the performance pains are quite robust. This is especialky me for sparser networks, which are likely to be important in any largescale random network deployment. as locally sparse regions will surely arise as problem regions in such deployments.
Performance along the orthogonal axis of number of training events is plotted in Fie. 14. 
30
[raining w e n s , 100 samples were taken for each data point. 
YruDleni Fortrrrr la tion
We consider a geographic-routing application in which a network of sensor nodes is deployed in a field. The nodes perform localization. but as we have seen, some nodes can determine their positions while others cannot. Users may issue queries to the network specific to a destination position. For example, a user may want to query h e temperature reading at the sensor which is at (or closest to) a given position. and will need nodes to route messages across the network to a particular physical location.
Solir1ion Technique
Our solution technique for determining node positions is a three step process. First we determine the RRT components using the decomposition algorithm in Fig. 5 [29] , wherein each of the non-localizable nodes computes a virtual position for itself by repeatedly taking the average of its neighbors' positions until convergence is reached. We refer to this scheme as RRT + al'g .
We choose greedy routing to be our geographic routing algorithm. due to its simplicity and requirement for node positions. While the aim of this study is to clearly elucidate the issues surrounding geographic routing on PLNs, we would note that by using more sophisticated routing techniques, as in [34] , one could further reduce routing error.
C. Localizalion in PLNs
Before we invesuvate geographic routing in PLNs, we discuss the actual localization process in these networks. Through simulation. we find that this does occur, although infrequently enough that the RRT decomposition remains a useful tool in realistic deployments.
We simulated uniform random deployments of 20 node networks containing 5 beacons with zero-mean Gaussian edge length measurement error with a standard deviation of 5% of the sensing range over a wide range of expected node degree. We ran a localization algorithm consisting of MDS followed by Kalman Filter based refinement on both the set of exact edge lengths and on the noisy edge lengths. Nodes which are localized with a small error when using the exact edge lengths but which exhibit a large localization error when using the noisy edge lengths are potentially those nodes upon which the unique localizability conditions break down in the presence of errors.
For expected degree greater than 6. due to the redundancy in the connectivity of RRT components, such nodes are almost never present. However, the minimally rigid structures prrvalent at lowcr connectivity are indeed susceptiblz to becoming ambiguous due to edge measurement errors. An example of such a situation is shown in Fig. 18 . In this example, in localizing the node at the top right using noisy edge length data. the network is flippcd into a faulty configuration. The common situation however, which occurs for more than 90% of the tested random networks of average degree 6, is similar to that shown in Fig. 19 . In these cases, the computed positions exhibit computation error but are not mislocalized into a faulty network configuration. 
V. RELATED W O R K .
Network localization is an active research field (see 1171 for a survey). The previous approaches can be classified into two types: coarse-grained and fine-grained. The focus of this paper is fine-grained localization in which some nodes know their locations, and rhe distances between proximal pairs of nodes are measured. As we discussed in the Introduction, a major shortcoming of previous studies on fine-grained localization is that they cannot correctly identify the nodes that can be localized.
A problem related with network localization is the molecular conformation problem studied in the Chemistry community (e.g., [16] ). However, the focus of these studies is on three dimensions, Also, issues of network design and deployment are not studied. since the structure of molecules is fixed.
One major building block of the uniqueness condition is rigidity theory. Rigidity has long long studied in mathematics and structural engineering (see for example [151, [30] , 1433) and has a surprising number of applicatiolis in many areas. This paper builds on the results from [lOJ by using grounded graphs for localization. However, the objective of [lo] is to check the unique localizability of thc enure network and thus does not identify subsers of nodes which can localize and consider applications of this identification.
We use the Pebble Game developed by Jacobs and Hendrickson 1191, originally proposed in the field of computational physics, to identify redundantly rigid subgraphs of a graph.
There are also other algorithms for idenlifying redundantly rigid graphs with better average-case complexity. However, we chose the Pebble Game for its simplicity and intuitive appeal. The original use of the Pebble Game was to find over-constrained regions in a two-dimesional lattices known as "network ghsses". As such, its inventors did not need to worry about "flips" in the graph structure, and redundant rigidity was sufficient for structural stability. In network localization, we must test for the full conditions for unique localizability (including triconnectivity), and employ a recursive decomposition of the network that outputs redundantly rigid and uicnnnected components of the network grounded graph.
We study the effects of localization on network coverage and geographic routing. Although there is a large literature on both topics (see [11 for a survey), the assumption of the previous approaches is that the positions of all of the nodes are known. In [34] . Seada et al. studied the effects of localization errors on geographic face routing; however. they consider only local random errors while our geographic routing evaluation considers global issues due to the existence of both localizable and non-localizable regions. Overall, there is no earlier study on partially localized networks.
VI. COKCLUSlOXS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we designed a complete framework for localization with an efficicnr component which correctly determines which nodes are localizable and which are not. Implementing this system. we haw conducted comprehensive evaluations of network localizability, as it affects both network design and deployment, We find that our method for identifying localizable nodes is robust enough in the presence of edge length errors to be practical. We further studied routing in partially localizable networks. We evaluated an integration of geographic routing with location and geographic routing without location information and showed that such novel crosslayer integrations can greatly improve network performance.
There are multiple avenues for further study. 
